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It is often said, “Good paper makes for great relationships.” This special
feature will focus on the vital role the legal profession plays in helping to
create, build and support businesses throughout all stages of an
enterprise’s journey.
Proposed topic highlights:
TECHNOLOGY – From start ups to market maturity, how sound legal
guidance helps ground lightning fast technology companies.
FINANCE – From corporate finance to M&As and other avenues, why legal
advice is key to making sound deals.
INFRASTRUCTURE – Major projects typically involve complex partnerships.
Why the sound legal advice and contracts are vital to your interests.
All this and more in this report!
LITIGATION – When seemingly irreconcilable differences arise, why having
skilled litigators on your side is crucial to success.
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Future of Accounting
Technology driving change in the accounting world and expanding the accountant’s role
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accounting, automation,
C loud
machine learning and artificial
intelligence are among the innovations transforming the business of
accounting and the roles of professional accountants and bookkeepers.
Technologies that automate the
repetitive, time-consuming tasks
that were a large part of “traditional”
accounting make operations more
efficient and data more accurate.
This streamlining benefits accounting firms and their clients, as well as
businesses who handle their own
books and tax filings.
At the same time, technological change is allowing accounting
professionals to offer their clients
value-added services as never before
and to expand into more strategic
positions as business advisers and
consultants.
“The traditional accounting role as
it relates to business has been largely
centred around compliance,” says
Faye Pang, Canada country manager
for Xero, a technology company
providing cloud accounting software
– used by businesses in Canada and
globally.

THE ACCOUNTANTS OF
TOMORROW
A conversation with
Gordon Beal, CPA, CA,
M.Ed., CPA Canada
Vice-President, Research,
Guidance and Support

Technological innovations in such areas as cloud computing and automation are helping accountants and bookkeepers
ﬁnd new efﬁciencies and new ways to provide value-added services to their clients. ISTOCK.COM

What trends in business
and technology are
creating shifts in
accountants’ roles?
Clearly, technology is
changing the future for
many professionals, and
accountants are no different. Artificial intelligence
(AI) and data analytics,
in particular, are sure to
change financial reporting
and many other accounting
roles.
Another key trend we
see today is the escalating
importance of sustainability, social and environmental factors, and climate

